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You write: On a gulf in understanding, Amsterdam's `Stopera' and
Muhren's non-appearance.

Penpals: Communications from nine nations.

Frontlines: Water responsibility, A fly-eat-fly solution,  Focus on
architecture, A better bike, Dutch discoveries, Wreck success.

Cover feature: Seeking to break the month-old Dutch record, a group of
dare-devil parachutists set out to form an  18-man flying totem pole in the
sky. Photographer Max Dereta, one of the participants, and writer
Brendan Boyle tell the story.

Eating out: Dinner by the sea and an Indonesian experience.

Shop front: Pet subjects.

Travel: A then and now photo reportage of Paris through the eyes of
Ed van der Elsken, and a revealing profile of this energetic photographer
by Terri James-Kester.

Artbeat: Hansmaarten Tromp meets painter/craftsman Erno Tromp.

ln business: Walter Ellis examines how Holland can maximize its
resources of gas and oil.

ln brief: Computers go to school, Dutch car sales drive, Blooming
abroad, B and D increase, Welcome to big tankers, Commodity exports
rise,  Coal fire to oil fire,

Take off: Flight of fantasy by Jim Valentine.

Poetry: Four `paper' poems by Simon Vinkenoog.

Culture: Lynn George visits Arti, one of the oldest and most distinguished
art associations in  Holland.

Inside arts: ln a monthly look at the cultural scene, Tracy Metz reports on
woodwind `Wunderkind'  Frans Bruggen, the Joffers exhibition at the
Stedelijk and the Antiques Fair in Delft.

Highlights: What on and where in Holland this month.
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catch him using the word artist. Not

because he has an inferiority complex,
but because he soon realized that art is
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craftsmanship, and in this sense he views
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Emo Tromp's favourite example is
Dutch painter Jacob van Ruysdael, one
of the finest 17th-century landscape
painters, who painted nature in a style
that he knew to be strongly appealing.`Ruysdael was actually very commercial,'
Tromp explains, `and the fact that his
work is now considered to be art is due to
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We are in Tromp's Amsterdam canal
house, where he also has his studio.
During the conversation we talk a great
deal about the differences between
craftsmanship and art, as well as the
similarities. After all, it has always been
natural for Emo Tromp, with his desire
for financial security, to divide his time
and talent between working for himself
and working for publishers and
advertising agencies. `1 wouldn't be able
to live from the sale of my paintings,' he
says, `something I discovered when I was
still at art school. A classmate of mine
was enormously successful and earned a
great deal of money selling his paintings
at his first exhibition. But what is a great
deal of money? I sold everything at my
first exhibition a few years ago. Three
years of work went into it but in the end
I was left with barely enough to live on
for three months. In fact I earn so little
from my non-commissioned work that I
prefer selling everything a little cheaper
to putting a higher value on it. I like it
best when people want to buy something
they can't afford, like the man who
bought a painting from me and then
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have it.,
Enno Tromp was born in 1948 in

EPse:du¥cifrvI±]£gifna°tLtehr%fa##]%an.
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children. But he continued to love music
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first day as an apprentice was spent
sanding down a wooden fence and it soon
made him decide to take an evening
course in advertising. It suited him better
and at the end of the course he set up an
advertising agency.`That's where I get my talent for drawing
and painting,' Tromp says, `and he
always gave me tremendous
encouragement. After secondary school it
was quite natural for me to go on to art
school in Amsterdam where I had a
fantastic training. That was when I
really began to develop. I tried
everything, surrealism, naturalism, you
name it. At night I worked for my
teaching diploma in drawing. I've never
had to use it, but it gave me something to
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Emo Tromp was commissioned to draw
17th-century houses for an atlas. This
fascinated him so much that he started
making his own watercolours of houses in
Dutch landscapes. `I've always been
interested in the Dutch landscape,
especially in the aspects you can
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marvellous, for instance. I've illustrated
many topographical atlases, it really
helps you to get to know the landscape.
Commissions like that remind me of my
days at art school when I used to cycle
off with my paper and watercolours.and
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paintings of Dutch cows, which were a
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about those cows. They appear to be a
natural part of their surroundings, but in
fact they're carefully bred; they are the
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breeding bull. But they fascinate me. A
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my work as a craftsman. The
commissions I get inspire my own work,
whereas if I were only a painter I would
just keep doing the same thing all the
time. I live off my commissions which are
all commercial. I am not financially
dependent on my painting. If you are, it
can become such an obsession that you
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unrecognizable as such at first sight. `You
can often see when something is painted
in watercolours; the English especially
have a great tradition. Watercolour paint
is made of finely ground pigments in gum
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paint but with extra white in it. I do this
to make it cover better. The technique is
a recent development and people often
don't realize that my paintings are
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To Emo Tromp it is typically Dutch to
make very small paintings.`Vermeer, a great painter, in whose work
colour, the cool light and tranquility were
important elements, always painted
small. Like me, he was a craftsman who
was not dependent on art. He painted in
his spare time and supported himself by

E:a::£FogH%a::i;:uyroEa::eti#odg:,:
fantastic artist.'

You can see Erro Trorrip's u)orb at
Arrrsterde;m's Galerie Lieve Hemel from
October 23 to December 6. )
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Cat in a box, by Erno Tromp
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Cow in a field, by Erno Tromp


